Good Girl Seduction

Attract and Seduce High Quality Women

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you are only attracting and seducing high quality women, according to your own standards.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are attracting and having success with higher and higher quality women. Write down any positive comments made by others.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
Affirmations

I attract good girls
I attract intelligent girls
I attract quality girls
I attract healthy girls
I attract girls with healthy minds
I attract girls with healthy bodies
I attract girls with high self esteem
I attract girls with high self confidence
I attract assertive girls
I attract respectful girls
I attract understanding girls
I attract compassionate girls
I attract girls with healthy friends
I attract girls with a plan
I attract girls who enjoy sex within healthy relationships
I attract girls with healthy emotions
I attract girls with positive communication skills
I attract girls that resonate with me emotionally
I attract girls that resonate with me physically
I attract girls that resonate with me spiritually
I attract girls that resonate with me intellectually
I attract girls that resonate with me financially
I attract girls that are open and honest
I attract girls that are straightforward with their communication
I attract girls that respect others
I attract girls that respect themselves
I attract girls that hold themselves to high standards
good girls like me
good girls love me
good girls are attracted to me
good girls seduce me
good girls crave me
good girls long for me
good girls desire me

You attract good girls

You attract intelligent girls

You attract quality girls

You attract healthy girls

You attract girls with healthy minds

You attract girls with healthy bodies

You attract girls with high self esteem

You attract girls with high self confidence

You attract assertive girls

You attract respectful girls

You attract understanding girls

You attract compassionate girls

You attract girls with healthy friends

You attract girls with a plan

You attract girls who enjoy sex within healthy relationships
You attract girls with healthy emotions
You attract girls with positive communication skills
You attract girls that resonate with you emotionally
You attract girls that resonate with you physically
You attract girls that resonate with you spiritually
You attract girls that resonate with you intelligently
You attract girls that resonate with you financially
You attract girls that are open and honest
You attract girls that are straightforward with their communication
You attract girls that respect others
You attract girls that respect themselves
You attract girls that hold themselves to high standards
good girls like you
good girls love you
good girls are attracted to you
good girls seduce you
good girls crave you
good girls long for you

good girls desire you